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Rationale 

All good teachers use strategies to teach their students. Think-Pair-Share is easy to use within a 
planned lesson, but is also an easy strategy to use for spur-of-the-moment discussions.  This 
strategy can be used for a wide variety of daily classroom activities such as concept reviews, 
discussion questions, partner reading, brainstorming, quiz reviews, topic development, 
etc.  Think-Pair-Share helps students develop conceptual understanding of a topic, develop 
the ability to filter information and draw conclusions, and develop the ability to consider 
other points of view. Cooperative learning has been extensively studied and been shown to 
have many benefits for learners (Lujan & DiCArlo, 2006); (Cortright et al, 2005); (Reinhart, 
2000). Think pair share inherently increases wait time after students are posed with a 
question (McTighe & Lyman, 1988). It has been shown to get more students involved and 
gives teachers a valuable form of formative assessment.  

 

Aim 

The aim of this enquiry is to assess the effect of using think pair share strategy upon learning 
within the primary classroom. 

 

Methodology 

The enquiry was conducted using a primary 3 class over a five-week period. The data for the 
enquiry was collected one day per week. Six children were selected prior to the enquiry to 
assess how think pair share effects their learning, these children were not aware that they had 
been selected. A questionnaire was completed at the start of the enquiry asking how children 
felt on a scale of one to five (one being confident and five being very confident) in relation to 
answering questions from the teacher after working alone on the answer and with a partner. 
The same questionnaire was asked again at the end of the five-week period and answers were 
compared. The entire class participated in all lessons in pairs and both questionnaires. The six 
children were chosen from three maths ability groups: the circles, squares and triangles. 

The lessons were on money and a set of questions were proposed. The purpose of the strategy 
was described and modelled for the class to ensure students understood how to use the 
strategy. The class followed the instruction of Teacher asking specific higher-level question 
about the topic students will be discussing in relation to money. The class then “think” about 
what they know or have learned about the topic for a given amount of time (usually 1-3 
minutes). By pairing students in different ability level, they learn to share ideas with their pair 
and builds oral communication skills. It helps focus attention and engage students in 
comprehending the maths questions and what they have learned and write down their answers 



within a specific time. Share:  Once partners have had ample time to share their thoughts and 
have a discussion, the teacher expands the "share" into a whole-class discussion. Allowing 
each group to choose who will present their thoughts, ideas, and questions they had to the rest 
of the class.  After the class “share,” the pairs can have the chance to reconvene to talk about 
how their thinking perhaps changed as a result of the “share” element. Questions were posed 
using Blooms taxonomy to engage the class in a higher level of thinking, which would be 
easier to achieve by working in pairs. Once children feel confident in answering such 
questions they could answer on their own. 

The aim of think, pair, share as first proposed by Frank Lyman of the University of Maryland 
in 1981 is to use a collaborative teaching strategy used to help students form individual ideas 
and share and discuss such ideas with their partner. Think pair share also looks at pupils 
taking responsibility for their own learning, contribution to improved motivation, confidence 
and classroom achievement, especially for lower attainers. 

Taking into account the use of Blooms taxonomy for higher order questioning in relation to 
gauging how much the students have learned from think pair share. 

Think pair share runs similar to the Kagan approach which is all about engagement. 
Traditional teaching engages some students, but not all. Kagan is a revolutionary approach 
that engages every student, 

 

Findings 

During this enquiry the children responded well in adopting and using the strategy. Through 
using Blooms higher order questioning the children were able to think deeper about questions 
posed to them in relation to money. Four of the six children preferred to use think pair share. 
Their reasoning was this strategy allowed them time to think about the posed question on 
their own. Then given time to confer with their partner and come up with a joint answer. The 
children also like being able to find an answer with a partner and both have a chance to 
explain their ideas and take on a teacher role. This then gave the children more confidence to 
answer the question they had been asked as they knew if they had the answer wrong their 
partner would also be wrong. The same for the opposite the pair could also both be right. 
Either way the four children felt they gained more confidence and this in turn allowed for 
more enjoyment in working with money and maths.  

Two children who did not prefer using think pair share gave different reasons for not liking 
the strategy. One child said the strategy slowed them down and working with another student 
prevented them from working through the question as freely as the would like to. The other 
student did not mind working with a partner but preferred to work out the answer on their 
own first and then take on the role of a teacher and explain how they worked out the answer. 

Children were sitting in their pairs when working with money questions. The mental maths 
strategies were modelled on the board with the children working on them alone. The 
questions were then asked to the class. 

 

Conclusion 



From implementing the think pair share strategy within my classroom, I found a much calmer 
environment. Children were more eager to work in pairs and share their knowledge with each 
other and the class. Children showed much confidence in their abilities and answering in 
front of the class having discussed their answers with a Ortner beforehand. Very few students 
volunteer answers normally in the class and try to avoid eye contact to prevent them from 
being picked to answer a question. The class really enjoyed using this strategy for maths, I 
can see how easily it can be used for teaching other subjects. Using this formative assessment 
and collaborative working brought inclusion, fun, confidence and positive learning 
experiences for all involved. Discussing the question allows for practicing critiquing others 
and constructing their own arguments and during discussion students are exposed to others 
thought processes. Giving more confidence in their mathematics ability. Using higher order 
questioning techniques and allowing the students to become familiar with them enable deeper 
understanding of the topic and gains more knowledge from shared answers. 

 

Impact for the future 

Following on from researching and using think pair share in teaching maths, I feel confident 
to use this strategy in other areas of the curriculum. This strategy definitely benefits the 
children in their confidence within their abilities in maths in sharing thoughts and strategies. 
Which in turn can have a positive effect on raising the attainment gap in maths. I would like 
to carry out the same study within my literacy and IDL topics, as I feel this would deepen the 
children’s thinking and questioning abilities using blooms taxonomy. Thinking and sharing in 
a low-risk setting increases children’s confidence and that is something I feel is important in 
education, the power to believe in yourself.  
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Appendix: 1 

Think pair share questionnaire 

 



1. After working in pairs on a maths problem the last few weeks do you feel more 
confident in answering a question out loud to the class? 

     

           1-----------------------------------3----------------------------------5 

           Not at all                 a little                     a lot 

 

2. Do you prefer to work in pairs? 
 
1-----------------------------------3----------------------------------5 
 

      Not at all                   a little                       a lot 

 
 
 

3. Do you still prefer to work on your own with maths questions? 
 
 
1-----------------------------------3----------------------------------5 
 
Not at all               a little                      a lot 
 
 
 
 
 

4. How do you feel when working in pairs? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 


